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Abstract
This study aims at providing an increased understanding of tropical cyclone (TC) activity in the Philippines, to
assist in reducing the fatalities and economic costs of TC impacts. A cluster analysis, using K-means, is applied to
Philippine region TCs for the period 1950-2011. The clustering is carried out for TC genesis and decay locations,
and TC tracks. Silhouette coefficient values and key meteorological and oceanic variables determine the optimal
cluster numbers. It is found that, for the Philippine region, there are 4 genesis location, 5 decay location and 6 track
clusters. The classification of TC genesis locations captures the longitudinal separation of cyclogenesis regions.
The formation area east of the Philippines (west of 140°E) is the most active region, with 398 genesis points. The
main TC dissipation area is Southeast Asia, with 352 decay points. Clustering the TC tracks identifies various track
types by separating them into discrete patterns. Several distinct types of straight moving and recurving trajectories
emerge. Short, straight west northwestward tracks directed towards Indochina have the highest trajectory frequency,
with 248 TC tracks. The spatial and temporal behavior of Philippine TCs is determined from the clusters of genesis
locations, decay locations, and tracks, for specific months. Because the TC genesis locations define the subsequent
TC paths and landfall locations, they consequently also provide valuable TC forecasting guidance. Moreover, the
monthly distribution of genesis and decay locations, and tracks, enables the variability of seasonal cycles between
the clusters to be calculated.

Keywords: Tropical cyclones; Cluster analysis; K-means; Silhouette
coefficients; Philippines

Introduction
The Philippine domain exhibits a high level of tropical cyclone
(TC) activity that makes the country extremely vulnerable to hazards
associated with TCs. TCs are multi-faceted natural hazards that are
dependent upon oceanic and atmospheric conditions contributing
to their formation and development, movement, and eventual decay.
Seasonal variations in the large-scale atmospheric circulation also
cause variations in TC characteristics. Studying the formation and
movement of Philippine TCs provides valuable information necessary
to understand their behavior more fully. Towards this end, cluster
analysis using a K-means method is used to investigate the distinct
characteristics of TCs over the Philippine domain. Here, the aim of TC
clustering is to partition a set of TC genesis and decay locations, and
tracks, into homogenous groups, such that group patterns are similar,
and assist in identifying different genesis and decay regions, and track
types.
Several studies use clustering to classify TC tracks over various
TC basins. Blender et al. [1] used a K-means cluster analysis [2] for
extra tropical cyclone tracks in the North Atlantic. Elsner [3] also used
TC track data for the Western North Pacific (WNP) and showed that
K-means clustering can be applied to TCs, using positions of maximum
and final hurricane intensities. The same method was applied to North
Atlantic TCs [4] and the value of k, defining a priori number of clusters,
was set at three. McCloskey et al. [5] used K-means clustering to group
TC tracks into coherent clusters and analyzed in terms of various
climate modes including the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), the
Atlantic Meridional Mode (AMM), the El Niño Southern Oscillation
(ENSO) and the Madden Julian Oscillation (MJO). However, Gong et
al. [6] recognized that K-means clusters are affected by the initial seed
locations. The K-means method also cannot directly accommodate
tracks of different lengths. This limitation is readily overcome. For
example, [7] employed a probabilistic clustering technique, based on
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polynomial regression models. The regression Finite-Mixture Model
(FMM) is described by Gaffney [8] and applied to Atlantic extratropical
cyclones to fit the “shape” of the trajectories. Track patterns classified
using this model exhibit TC characteristics and physical relationships
with their large-scale environments. The same model has been used for
the WNP [9,10], the eastern North Pacific [11], Fiji [12,13], the Southern
Hemisphere [14] and the North Atlantic [15]. Zhang et al. [16] applied
an FMM-based clustering algorithm to TC tracks over China and
identified three clusters. A probabilistic clustering method based on
regression mixture models has grouped TCs over southwestern Indian
Ocean, resulting in track shape groups [17]. Unlike K-means, the
regression mixture model allows TC track clustering of varying shapes
and lengths. Nakamura et al. [18] solved the problem of K-means by
using the first and second moments of TC tracks to approximate the
shape and lengths of tracks. The mass moments were then applied
to K-means that demonstrated reliable clustering results for North
Atlantic TC tracks, and produced an optimum of six clusters. Colbert
[19] focus on TCs forming in the main North Atlantic development
region (MDR). Their classification method for track types is based on
defined threat regions that yield similar results to ref. [15,18]. The fuzzy
c-means is another cluster method applied to TC tracks of Korean
peninsula land falling TCs [20]. Kim [21] used the same method for
the WNP and identified seven clusters as the optimal number. This
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method is known to produce more realistic classification results. Harr
[22] used fuzzy cluster analysis and empirical orthogonal functions to
identify recurrent large-scale circulation patterns associated with TC
characteristics. Tracks were classified into four types, straight moving,
south recurving, north recurving, and those in the South China Sea,
with tracks not fitting into these four types being discarded.
K-means clustering is well suited to this study for a number
of reasons. It is not sensitive to outliers and is commonly used and
computationally efficient. Furthermore, the necessary pre-specification
of cluster number is possible because of the well-known characteristics
of the behavior of Philippine region TCs. Most previous studies
have focused on TCs over the western and eastern North Pacific and
North Atlantic basins, but this study is the first attempt to classify
the attributes of Philippine TCs. Here, the K-means method analyzes
not only TC tracks but also genesis and decay locations. The major
difference in track clustering is that the track is represented by single
point, based on the average of the positions of genesis (initial position),
maximum intensity position and decay (final position), allowing
K-means clustering. The present study is significant because it provides
useful information and patterns of the Philippine TCs. The specific
goals of the study are: (1) to examine the spatial and temporal behavior
of TCs by looking at monthly patterns of genesis and decay locations
and tracks; and (2) to identify the seasonal cycle of each cluster.

Study Area
The study region covers latitudes 5°N-25°N and longitudes
115°E-135°E, shown in Figure 1 [23] as the black inset and referred
to here as the Philippine domain. The irregular box (red broken line)
shows the Philippine Atmospheric, Geophysical and Astronomical
Services Administration (PAGASA) area of responsibility for TCs.
PAGASA monitors and forecasts TCs that affect the Philippines.

Materials and Methods
Data and definitions
All of the 1,161 TCs that formed in, or entered, the Philippine

domain in the period 1950-2011 were included in this study. Cluster
analysis was applied to the genesis and decay locations and the tracks.
The location, maximum winds and central pressure are available every
six hours from the Joint Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC) best-track
data. The TC latitudes and longitudes must lie inside the domain during
at least part of their lifetimes. All TCs, regardless of their intensity
classification (TD – tropical depression; TS - tropical storm; and TY –
typhoon) are included in the cluster analysis, providing the maximum
possible sample size.
To interpret the clustering results, composite analyses of sea surface
temperature (SST) were performed using the monthly NOAA Extended
Reconstructed SST version 3 (ERSST V3) product [24]. Vorticity, sea
level pressure (SLP) and relative humidity (RH) composites were
produced using the National Center for Environmental PredictionNational Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP-NCAR) reanalysis
fields [25]. In clustering the genesis locations, two variables are used,
latitude and longitude. Genesis location is the first reported location
of the TC. Similarly, the decay location is the latitude and longitude
of the last reported position of the TC. Each TC track is the mean of
the locations of TC genesis, maximum intensity, and decay. Thus, for
the purposes of this study a single point can be used to represent a TC
track.

K-means cluster algorithm
Cluster analysis is a valuable method for identifying homogenous
groups of objects. Objects in a specific cluster share many characteristics,
but are dissimilar to objects not belonging to that cluster. Other
techniques are available for clustering, but herein, the K-means [2]
cluster algorithm is used to obtain and describe classification of TC
genesis locations, tracks, and decay locations. The K-means cluster
algorithm follows a partitioning procedure. This widely applied
algorithm is not based on distance measures from one observation
to another observation, but it uses the within-cluster variation as a
measure to form homogenous clusters. Following [26], the sum, S, of
the squared distances within the clusters is defined as:

Figure 1: The study region covers latitudes 5°N-25°N and longitudes 115°E-135°E, shown as the black inset and referred to here as the Philippine domain. The
irregular box (red broken line) shows the Philippine Atmospheric, Geophysical and Astronomical Services Administration (PAGASA) area of responsibility for TCs.
PAGASA monitors and forecasts TCs that affect the Philippines. The figure is adapted from [23].
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S = ∑ ∑ Xn − µj

2

j=1 n∈S j

where xn - µj2 is a distance measure between a data point, xn, and
the cluster center, µj, indicating the distances of the n data points from
their respective cluster centers.
Following [26], the clustering process starts by assigning objects to
a number of clusters, k, a pre-specified parameter, also corresponds to
the number of centroids. Objects are successively reassigned to other
clusters to minimize within-cluster variations, which is the distance
from observations to the center of associated cluster. If the reallocation
of an object to another cluster decreases the within-cluster variation,
this object is reassigned to that cluster. The process is repeated until
there is no change in cluster membership. With K-means, cluster
affiliation can change in the course of the clustering process.
K-means has many advantages over other methods. The software
is readily available in various tool kits. In this study, the software
framework employed was Matlab as it contains the built-in K-means
and silhouette code. The computational space requirements for
K-means are modest because only the data points and centroids are
stored [27]. In particular, the time requirements are linear in the
number of data points. K-means is less affected by outliers and, by
making multiple passes through the data, the final solution optimizes
within-clusters homogeneity and between-clusters heterogeneity.
Furthermore, it can be applied to very large data set, as the procedure is
not computationally demanding [28,29].

Determining the Optimum Number of Clusters
Silhouette coefficients
Two of the most difficult tasks in cluster analysis are deciding
on the appropriate number of clusters, and deciding how to tell a
poor cluster from a good one. The K-means cluster morphology is
dependent upon the choice of cluster number that must be specified
in advance before carrying out the cluster algorithm process. In this
study, the cluster number is determined objectively by finding the
maximum mean silhouette coefficient value, defined below in the next
paragraph, with no negative members and the total sum of point-tocentroid distances and, in addition, it is determined subjectively, by
examining the meteorological and oceanic patterns that best match
each cluster. The value of k was sequentially set to 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 to
optimize the number of clusters to achieve a cluster structure that
agrees with known characteristics of Philippine TC formation, tracks
and decay regions. The final selected cluster number, k, is then based on
the relationship between the clusters and the large-scale environmental
conditions, especially in genesis clustering. This step requires detailed
knowledge of the region.
Silhouettes, as defined by Kaufman [30], are a significant aid to the
interpretation and validation of clusters of data. The silhouette value is
a measure of the cohesiveness of each cluster and how well the clusters
are separated. It is also a measure of the clustering solution’s overall
goodness-of-fit. The silhouette coefficient values range from -1 to +1
and can be used to compare the clustering solutions quantitatively. It
is based on the average distance between the objects. A silhouette s(i) is
defined in ref. [29] as,
s (i ) =

b (i ) − a (i )

max {a ( i ) , b ( i )}

As noted in ref. [26], silhouette values <0.20, between 0.20 and
J Climatol Weather Forecasting
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0.50, and >0.50 suggest poor, fair and good solutions, respectively.
The sum and mean silhouette values reflect the overall cohesiveness of
all TCs. (Table 1) shows the values of the sum and average of positive
silhouettes, and the total sum of point-to-centroid distances. The graph
of silhouette coefficient values for genesis and decay locations, and
tracks are in Figure 2.
Note that application of K-means clustering to TC genesis and
decay locations, and tracks, produced a small number of negative
Silhouette coefficient values. To improve cluster cohesiveness, several
rounds of clustering were performed. For each clustering process, the
TCs that produced negative Silhouette coefficient values (typically
several to about 10 TCs) were removed from the cluster, until those
negative Silhouette values were eradicated. This process reduced the
total number of TCs by <5%, to 1,109, 1,128, and 1,108 for genesis,
decay, and track datasets, respectively. Some TCs were removed
because they were located over land, which is not possible, so the
Silhouette also can act as a TC quality control check.

Meteorological and oceanic variables
There is no objectively incorrect cluster method. However, as noted
above, in grouping the TC genesis locations, decay locations and tracks,
it is important to understand the large-scale environmental conditions
that affect them. Perrone [31] linked various thermodynamic and
dynamic variables to TC genesis. To choose the appropriate number
of clusters, the results are interpreted and justified from meteorological
and oceanic perspectives. The NCEP/NCAR reanalysis of the SST
climatology is given in Figure 3a. Warm SSTs are necessary for TC
initiation and development. TC formation requires a sea surface
temperature of at least 26.5ºC [32-34]. TC movement and tracks are
largely influenced by large-scale circulation variables such as vorticity
[35,36], SLP [37,39], and RH [40]. The composites for vorticity,
SLP, and RH are in Figures 3b-3d. TC tracks are also influenced by
the steering flow [41-44]. Interactions between steering flow and TC
dynamics were investigated by creating and examining composites
(not shown).

Results and Discussion
This section describes the clusters produced after applying the
K-means to Philippine TCs and discusses the seasonality, and monthly
spatial and temporal distributions, of each cluster. For the present
study, the TC counts for genesis, decay and track points are computed
in 5° latitude by 5° longitude grid box.

Optimal Cluster Number
The most appropriate number of clusters is determined using the
largest silhouette coefficients and the smallest total sum of point-tocluster distances as an objective measures, whereas the meteorological
and oceanic variables serve as subjective measures. Based on the abovementioned objective and subjective measures, the optimum number of
clusters for genesis locations was k=4, with the sum of silhouette values
equal to 676 and the mean silhouette value of 0.61. The composites of
the relevant large-scale fields also support the selection of four clusters.
The meteorological and oceanic features of TC regions are different, so
Genesis, k=4 Decay, k=5 Tracks, k=6
Sum of Positive Silhouette Value

676

681

626

Mean of Positive Silhouette Value

0.61

0.61

0.56

Total Sum of Point-to-Centroid
Distances

40078

62150

25438

Table 1: Silhouette coefficients and total sum of point-to-centroid distances.
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Figure 2: Silhouette graphs for (a) genesis, (b) track, and (c) decay clusters.

Figure 3: Key variables conducive to TC development that were used to determine the most appropriate number of clusters for (a) SST, (b) vorticity, (c) RH, and (d)
SLP.

choosing for too few clusters would mean generalizing the TC region
of genesis and therefore losing the distinct characteristics of other
genesis regions. The optimum number of clusters for the decay regions
was found to be five. For k=5 decay clusters, the sum of silhouette
values is 6801, with 0.61 as the mean silhouette value. Track clustering
suggested that six was the best choice for the number of clusters.
The silhouette coefficient values for k=6 track clusters gives 626 for
the sum of silhouette values and 0.56 for the mean silhouette value.
All silhouette values were physically realistic. Figure 4 is the optimal
number of clusters for genesis locations, decay locations and tracks.
The clusters differ in the physical properties of their TCs, as shown by
their geographical positions.

Clustering of Genesis Locations
Locations of genesis of TCs in the Philippine domain occur in a
broad region west of the date line, within latitudes 2.5°N to 27.5°N
and longitudes 107°E to 179.5°E. Figure 4a shows TC genesis locations
in 4 clusters, color-coded by cluster number, and the black asterisks
J Climatol Weather Forecasting
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are cluster centroids. Figure 5 illustrates the cumulative density of TC
genesis points in the grid boxes that shows the preferred area of TC
formation. The cluster analysis of TC genesis locations captures the
longitudinal separation of TC formation regions. Clusters are discussed
starting from west of the dateline to the South China Sea. The formation
region near the Marshall Islands is cluster 2, the smallest cluster of 136
TCs, or ~12% of all TCs. The genesis locations in cluster 2 have the
widest spread compared with other clusters and are farther east and
closer to the Equator. TCs that developed near the Northern Marianas
Islands and over the central part of Micronesia belong to cluster 4, with
363 TCs (~33%). The largest cluster is the formation region over the
Philippine Sea (cluster 1) and comprises 398 TCs (~36%). Cluster 3 is
cyclogenesis over the South China Sea, accounting for 212 TCs (~19%).
The genesis locations provide an understanding of possible TC
track type, as genesis location greatly influences the track and decay
point of the TC. The corresponding TC tracks of each of the four
genesis clusters are in Figure 6. The tracks of TCs in clusters 2 and 4
(east of 135°E) have recurving and long straight tracks. The straight-
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Figure 4: K-means clusters of (a) genesis locations, (b) decay locations, and (c) tracks. The black asterisks are the centroids of each cluster. The number of clusters,
k, is shown in the top left of each panel.

Figure 5: The cumulative density of genesis points in each 5° latitude by 5° longitude grid box and the percentage of TC genesis in each cluster.
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Figure 6: The TC tracks corresponding to genesis points in each of the four genesis clusters.

Figure 7: The number of TCs by calendar month for each genesis cluster.

moving TCs move towards Southeast Asia and the recurving TCs veer
northeastward and decay over the open sea. Cyclogenesis in cluster 1
and 3 mainly consists of short straight tracks heading toward Southeast
Asia, and slightly recurving tracks dissipating over the sea, whereas
long straight tracks generally indicate northward motion.

Genesis Seasonality
Figure 7 shows the number of TCs by calendar month for each
cluster. The seasonal evolution of TC genesis varies from cluster to
cluster. The TC genesis in cluster 1 increases starting from April, peaks
in August then decreases significantly in September and continues
to diminish until December. Cluster 2 has a smaller seasonal cycle
compared with other clusters. It has a lower frequency as only 136
TCs are classified in this cluster and October is the peak month of TC
genesis. Cluster 3 is similar to cluster 1, but has fewer TCs in April and
none in January, February and March. The TC formation in cluster 3
peaks in August and September is the next most active month. Cluster
4 shows a smooth evolution of TC activity from January to June and
J Climatol Weather Forecasting
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has a bimodal distribution with one maximum in July and another in
September. The largest group in genesis clustering is cluster 1, which
accounts for TC formation over the Philippine Sea. Environmental
conditions in this cluster are the most conducive for TC development.
This is attributed to warmer SSTs and weaker wind shears that enhance
TC formation. The differences in seasonality between clusters are
attributed to changes in large-scale environmental factors associated
with TC formation [14].
The seasonal genesis cluster cycle is summarized in box plots
(Figure 8) showing the outlier months (red crosses). The box plots
also demonstrate season length, mean, median, and upper and lower
quartiles. Clusters 1 and 3 have 9-month seasons from April to
December, but TCs in January to March for cluster 1 and January for
cluster 3 are considered outliers. Cluster 2 has a year-round season
while cluster 4 has 10-month season and TCs in January and February
are outliers. The all TC boxplot shows January and February as
statistical outliers, and the 10-month season from March to December
shows August is the peak of TC development in the Philippine domain.
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Figure 8: Boxplots of genesis clusters and all TCs showing the 25th and 75th percentiles (upper and lower limits of the box), the mean (asterisk), the median (red line)
and outliers (red crosses) of the temporal distribution of TC genesis.

Figure 9: The cumulative density of decay points in each 5° latitude by 5°longitude grid box and the percentage of TC decays in each cluster.

Clustering of Decay Locations
TC landfall is contingent upon TC track. The main impact of a
TC usually is at and after landfall [45]. The track of the TC is critical
in determining the eventual cost. In the preceding section, TC decay
locations are clustered and the TC tracks from decay clusters are
plotted. This demonstrates the potential of predicting possible decay
points as a function of genesis location. Figure 4b shows decay points
of all TCs in the Philippine domain, color coded to signify the 5 decay
clusters and the distinct features of each cluster. The number of TCs
decaying in each grid box for each cluster is shown in Figure 9. The
cumulative density of the distribution indicates the most preferred area
of TC decay.
Decay clusters reflect the classification according to the threat
region. Decay cluster 1 accounts for 170 TCs (~15%) that includes
TCs that threaten the Philippines. Decay cluster 4 has the most cases,
corresponding to land falling TCs over the South China and mainland
J Climatol Weather Forecasting
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Southeast Asia or Indochina, comprising 352 TCs (~31%). Decay
clusters 2 are the TC decay locations over Eastern China with 280
TCs (~25%). TCs that dissipate over Taiwan and Japan are in cluster 5
comprising 255 TCs (~23%). TCs decaying in higher latitudes of North
Pacific, south of the Bering Sea, comprise cluster 3 with only 71 TCs
(~6%), representing the smallest cluster that occurs least frequently.
Tracks of TCs from decay clusters are in Figure 10, exhibiting the
region of genesis and track type for each decay cluster. From the decay
clustering, straight tracks are readily separated from recurving tracks.
Of 1,128 Decay points, ~29% of TCs have recurving tracks, including
clusters 3 and 5, thereby posing a threat to Taiwan and Japan, and
include TCs that decayed south of the Bering Sea. Straight-moving
tracks, account for ~71% of the entire TC count. Decay clusters 1, 2,
and 4 have straight tracks, making landfall over Philippines, Eastern
China, and Indochina, respectively. TCs that strike in Taiwan and
Japan and east of Japan have recurving tracks.
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Figure 10: The TC tracks corresponding to decay points in each of the five decay clusters.

Decay Seasonality

Clustering of Tracks

The monthly frequency of each decay cluster is shown in Figure
11. Clusters 1 and 3 have flatter seasonal cycles, but cluster 1 has
the broadest TC seasonal distribution, stretching from January to
December. The smallest TC decay region, defined by cluster 3, is active
only from April through December with September as the peak month.
There are no TC decays in cluster 2 in January and February and almost
none in March and December. A significant increase occurs in the July
TC decay numbers, then decreases continuously starting in August
and persisting until December. Cluster 4 has no TCs in February but
an almost uniform January, March, and April TC decay numbers then
continue to increase up to October, which is also the peak of TC season;
followed by a notable dip in November and December. Cluster 5 has a
steady monthly evolution of TC decay numbers. No TC decay occurs
in January and February. From May, TC decay numbers increase,
peaking in August then decreasing in September through November,
with almost none in December.

To isolate predictable aspects of the movement or landfall of TCs
affecting the Philippines and in mitigating the damage, it is necessary to
understand the characteristics of various TC tracks and the large-scale
environmental factors that affect them. The landfall risk of a TC depends
on its trajectory. The TC trajectory varies strongly with the season
[46,47], as well as on interannual [41] and interdecadal time scales [48].
Cluster analysis has long been used to discover configurations hidden
in historical TC tracks. The quantitative characteristics of clusters in
TC tracks can provide valuable assistance in TC track and landfall
prediction. Previous researchers noted that an effective way to explain
the characteristics of various TC tracks is to classify TC trajectories into
definite numbers of patterns [3-4,9-11,18,22,47,49-51].

A succinct description of the seasonal cycle of each decay cluster
is shown in Figure 12. Cluster 1 has a year-round season while clusters
2 and 3 have nine-month seasons and TCs in March of cluster 2 are
treated as outliers. Cluster 4 has the shortest season with only eight
months length and TC decays in January, March and April considered
as outliers. Cluster 5 and the cluster that represents all the TCs have
10-month seasons.
J Climatol Weather Forecasting
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The geographical position of the individual point that represents
each TC track is presented in Figure 4c, and the colors indicate the
cluster number. The density of TC passages per grid box is given in
Figure 13. The density and size of the red square marker indicate
number of TC passages per grid box. Also in Figure 13, in parenthesis,
is the percentage of TCs for each cluster relative to all TCs. Clustering
of TC tracks produced 6 clusters but the two main trajectory types
identified by the cluster analysis correspond to straight-moving and
recurring tracks. The geographical positions of individual TC tracks,
separated by cluster, are in Figure 14. The 6 track clusters correspond to
track locations that are more detailed, highlighting differences between
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Figure 11: The number of TCs by calendar month for each decay cluster.

Figure 12: Boxplots of decay clusters and all TCs showing the 25th and 75th percentiles (upper and lower limits of the box), the mean (asterisk), the median (red line)
and outliers (red crosses) of the temporal distribution of TC decay.

these two main types. There are 3 clusters with patterns of recurving
tracks (clusters 1, 2, and 5) and also 3 clusters with straight tracks
(clusters 3, 4, and 6). The clusters corresponding to straight tracks share
great similarity exhibiting limited geographical cluster spread, whereas,
the recurving types are more diffuse, occupying a much larger area of
the WNP.
Cluster 1 consists of 219 TCs (~20% of the total), the second largest
cluster, with short recurving tracks heading to Japan and some hitting
Eastern China, Taiwan, and Korea. TCs in cluster 2 have long straight
tracks that move northwestward before recurving northeastward
toward south of Japan. Cluster 2 consists of 128 TCs (~12%). The
J Climatol Weather Forecasting
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majority of the TCs in this cluster recurved northeastward while a few
crossed the Philippines and headed straight to the east coast of China.
Cluster 3 has 202 TCs (~18%) that represent west northwestward, long,
straight tracks across the Philippines and the South China Sea heading
to inland regions of the southeastern coast of mainland China and
mainland Southeast Asia (Indochina). Cluster 4 is the most frequent
trajectory type, with 248 TCs (~22%), and the track type resembles that
of cluster 3, also heading west northwestward, but with shorter straight
tracks and making landfall over regions similar to those of cluster 3.
TCs in cluster 5 remain mostly offshore and dissipate over the open sea
east of Japan, posing no threat to land. The TC tracks have a similarity
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Figure 13: The cumulative density of TCs passing in each 5° latitude by 5° longitude grid box and the percentage of TC tracks in each cluster.

Figure 14: The TC Tracks in each of the six track clusters.

with cluster 1, characterized by longer recurving or parabolic shapes.
The smallest cluster, cluster 5, has only 66 TCs (~6%). Cluster 6 is one
of the two most frequent tracks with 245 TCs (~22%), comparable
to clusters 3 and 4, characterized by straight-moving tracks with
northwestward direction passing through the northern Philippines
then striking Taiwan and the east coast of mainland China. The three
dominant clusters thus are 1, 4, and 6, each cluster accounting for at
least 20% of the tracks. Clusters 2 and 3 have lower percentages (~12%
and ~18%, respectively), whereas cluster 5 is relatively rare, with ~6%
of the TC count.

cycles with TC occurrences year round and both clusters reach their
highest TC frequency in November with sub-peaks in April and July,
respectively. Track cluster 5 is flatter and narrower, starting in April
and running through December, with a peak in October. Figure 16
provides box plots of track clusters. Clusters 4 and 6 have 9-month
seasons but TCs in January, from cluster 4, are treated as outliers.
Clusters 2 and 3 have year-round seasons. Cluster 5 has the shortest
season of 8 months and TCs in April are regarded as outliers. The box
plot for all TCs has a 10-month season, and thus January-February TCs
are flagged as outliers.

TC Track Seasonality

Monthly Analysis of TC Activity

Monthly TC distributions for track clusters are summarized in
Figure 15, showing the seasonality of TC activity for each track type.
Track clusters 1, 4, and 6 have similar shapes and appearances. They
have narrower seasonal distributions, and commence in April and end
in December, except for cluster 1 that ends in November. Peak months
are August, September, and July for clusters 1, 4, and 6, respectively.
Track clusters 2 and 3 have smaller amplitude but broader seasonal

The motivation for the monthly analysis is to show the important
temporal and spatial behavior of TC activity. The plots of TC genesis
and decay locations and tracks provide the distinct characteristics of
each cluster with time. The graphs show the TC frequency of each
cluster by month. The TCs are color coded to signify the cluster
number to which it belongs. January, February, and March (JFM) are
the quietest months and represents the “calmest” phase of TC activity
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Figure 15: The number of TCs by calendar month for each track cluster.

Figure 16: Boxplots of track clusters and all TCs showing the 25th and 75th percentiles (upper and lower limits of the box), the mean (asterisk), the median (red line)
and outliers (red crosses) of the temporal distribution of TC tracks.

and TC formations occur east of the Philippines (Figure 17), over the
Philippine Sea (genesis cluster 1), Northern Marianas Islands and
central Micronesia (genesis cluster 4), and the Marshall Islands (genesis
cluster 2). They are confined to lower latitudes. No TCs formed over
the South China Sea (genesis cluster 3). In January, TCs make landfall
over the Philippines including the Philippine Sea and South China Sea
(decay clusters 1 and 4). TC landfalls in February are solely from cluster
1. TCs in March decay in regions associated with clusters 1, 2, 4, and
5, posing a threat to the Philippines, and Indochina. The most active
decay region in JFM is cluster 1, which includes the Philippines and the
Philippine Sea. The TC tracks occupy the lower latitudes, up to 23°N,
and follow straight path (track clusters 3 and 4). However, some TCs
veer northeastward (track cluster 2).
The second quarter, April-June (AMJ) is marked by an increase in
genesis numbers over that of JFM (Figure 18). The birthplaces extend
farther north to 22°N, about 6° latitude above the JFM birthplaces. All
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genesis clusters are represented in this quarter including the South
China Sea (genesis cluster 3). More than half (~52%) of the TCs in
April originate from genesis cluster 4, which are those that form near
Northern Marianas Islands and central Micronesia. Very few TCs
belong to genesis cluster 3, at just 10% of the total TC genesis number.
Notably, during the 62-year period, there is only one TC genesis in
April over the South China Sea. Straight tracks are the major trajectory
type, accounting for >50% of TCs for that month, and decay cluster 1
accounting for ~45% of April landfalling TCs over the Philippines and
the Philippine Sea. In May and June, TC formation increases over the
South China Sea and more TCs develop in higher latitudes, especially
in June. TC development is also common in genesis clusters 1 and 4,
with TC formation over the Philippine Sea, Northern Marianas Islands
and central Micronesia.
Figure 19 shows the July–September (JAS) TC activity. The
frequency and areal extent of TC genesis are largest during JAS,
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Figure 17: The monthly variations of TC activity over the Philippine domain during the months January-March.

so TC tracks are densest compared with other quarters. In July, the
most frequent genesis clusters are 1 (Philippine Sea) and 4 (northern
Marianas Island and central Micronesia) with ~79% of total TC
genesis. Typically, they decay over eastern China (decay cluster 2,
~45%) while some TCs decay over the South China Sea, including
mainland Southeast Asia, Taiwan and Japan. Short straight tracks
toward eastern China are typical of July and short recurving tracks
heading toward Japan are the next most common. TC genesis reaches
its northernmost position in August but southernmost cyclogenesis
also slightly shifts northward. Genesis cluster 1 (Philippine Sea) has
the highest TC formation in August, with ~43% of the August TCs.
Genesis clusters 3 (South China Sea) and 4 (Northern Marianas and
central Micronesia) as the next major regions of formation, both with
~24% of August TC genesis. Most straight-moving TCs during this
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month decay over mainland Indochina and over Eastern China, while
most of the recurving TCs dissipate over Taiwan and Japan.
In September, TC genesis shifts slightly southward and decreases.
Genesis clusters 1 and 4 have distinctive maxima during this month. TC
tracks are mainly short, straight tracks toward Eastern China including
the southern coast of Eastern China, and short recurving tracks head
towards Taiwan and Japan. In contrast, decay cluster 1 has the lowest
TC dissipation; they are TCs decaying over or near the Philippines. In
September and October, recurving tracks extend farther northeast.
Genesis and decay locations and TC tracks are in Figure 20, during
the October - December (OND) quarter. OND has less TC genesis than
JAS and the latitudinal extent of genesis and tracks is not as large and
dense. However, OND has the greatest landfall probabilities and more
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Figure 18: The monthly variations of TC activity over the Philippine domain during the months April-June.

straight-moving TCs. Genesis points dominate clusters 1 and 4, due to
TCs that form over the Philippine Sea and near the Northern Marianas
Islands, including central Micronesia. TC formation decreases in
December. TC tracks in OND occur mainly from clusters 3 and 4, and
have straight trajectories crossing the Philippines and South China
Sea, before reaching Southeast Asia and Eastern China. In OND, TC
genesis is closer to the dateline and straight-moving TCs occur in these
months. TC decays are mostly from decay clusters 1 and 4.

Summary and Conclusions
This study includes all TCs in the Philippine domain, regardless
of intensity classification, maximizing sample size. It is an extension
of existing studies of TCs with storm intensity [3] and TCs occurring
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in the peak season, June-November [47]. Harr [47] excluded tracks
considered to be unusual. Here, TCs are eliminated objectively using
negative silhouette values to improve cluster cohesiveness.
The mean genesis location of the TCs in the WNP has a welldefined annual cycle [52,53], with the average latitude northernmost in
August and closest to the equator in February. This cycle is consistently
present in monthly cluster analyses. Formation clusters of Philippine
TCs occupy the western Pacific warm pool and lower latitudes, because
of low vertical wind shear. TC genesis in fall and winter is more
equatorward, whereas summer TC genesis points are northernmost.
The cluster with highest TC genesis occurs in the Philippine Sea,
just east of the Philippines, because the climatological SSTs in the
Philippine Sea are above 26°C year round. Harr [47] suggest that the
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Figure 19: The monthly variations of TC activity over the Philippine domain during the months July-September.

combination of the broad belt of anomalous equatorial westerlies
between 75°E-145°E and anomalous easterlies between 20°N-30N and
120°E-150°E form a large region of cyclonic horizontal shear; possibly
associated with an enhanced monsoon trough, a favorable environment
for TC genesis [54]. Anomalous easterlies between 20°N-30°N are
produced by an enhanced gradient between the active monsoon trough
to the south, and the strong subtropical ridge to the north. Anomalous
anticyclonic circulation over the East China Sea and southern Japan
implies a strengthened subtropical ridge; these large-scale circulations
provide an environment favorable for TC genesis in the monsoon
trough. It is likely that the Philippines will experience land falling TCs;
TCs cross the Philippines before striking Eastern China, although
some pass north of the Philippines. TCs in genesis clusters close to
the dateline are most likely to follow recurving tracks depending on
J Climatol Weather Forecasting
ISSN: 2332-2594 JCWF, an open access journal

the prevailing wind affecting the Philippines. During the Northeast
monsoon peak, TCs have straight trajectories and strike or cross the
Philippines but, during the Southwest monsoon peak, they generally
recurve northeastward. TCs originating over the Philippine Sea usually
decay over mainland Indochina and Eastern China. Genesis clusters (2
and 5) with TCs developing closer to the dateline and Equator have the
longest tracks, the longest mean durations compared to other clusters.
Some TCs pass southern Japan while others track east of Japan. Other
genesis clusters are associated with straight-moving TCs. TC genesis
locations contribute to the intraseasonal variability of TC tracks but
large- and synoptic-scale circulations also influence tracks.
The two main trajectory types identified in this study, namely
recurving and straight-moving, are consistent with two principal track
types identified previously [9,22,50,55]. The 6 track clusters, that present
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Figure 20: The monthly variations of TC activity over the Philippine domain during the months October-December.

broader trajectory types, are very similar with cluster results of Camargo
[9] except for the cluster that represents the TCs outside the Philippine
domain. Although the two studies used two different cluster methods,
the results are similar; implying that the K-means employed in this study
provides accurate clustering. The clustering of Philippine TC tracks reveals
~62% of TCs follow a straight moving trajectory type corresponding to
TCs that belong in track clusters 3, 4, and 6. Track clusters 1, 2, and 5 have
recurving trajectory types. The clustering also suggests that TCs originating
east of ~150°E have a higher probability (~67%) of recurving, depending
on time of year and prevailing wind, whereas the probability of straightmoving tracks remains higher for TCs forming west of 140°E, at ~76%.

differ from cluster to cluster. This variation in TC characteristics is
attributable to the large-scale circulations. Philippine TC genesis
positions shift north from June-August, but regress southward in
September. These seasonal variations reflect the positions of the
monsoon trough and the North Pacific subtropical high [52]. Monthly
cluster analyses identify genesis, decay and tracks that dominate in
particular months, providing a useful forecast tool. Patterns in genesis
locations can be used in track and landfall forecasts, once the genesis
location of a TC is known. Notably, analysis of the seasonal variations of
the genesis, decay and tracks produces spatial/temporal characteristics
that provide valuable predictive guidance.

The monthly distribution of genesis, decay and track clusters
demonstrates that seasonality and general characteristics of TC activity
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